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The many recent sophisticated cyber threats—from hacktivists and empowered insiders to organized criminals and state-sponsored cyber attacks—means that the task of managing cyber risks, once the near-exclusive realm of IT professionals, is now also borne by attorneys, senior executives, and directors. PLI’s new Cybersecurity: A Practical Guide to the Law of Cyber Risk provides the practical steps that can be taken to help your clients understand and mitigate today’s cyber risk and to build the most resilient response capabilities possible.

Cybersecurity: A Practical Guide to the Law of Cyber Risk provides a comprehensive discussion of the complex quilt of federal and state statutes, Executive Orders, regulations, contractual norms, and ambiguous tort duties that can apply to this crucial new area of the law. For example, it describes in detail:

- The leading regulatory role the Federal Trade Commission has played, acting on its authority to regulate “unfair” or “deceptive” trade practices;
- The guidance issued by the SEC interpreting existing disclosure rules to require registrants to disclose cybersecurity risks under certain circumstances;
- The varying roles of other regulators in sector-specific regulation, such as healthcare, energy, and transportation; and
- The impact of preexisting statutes, such as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, on current cybersecurity issues.

In addition, the authors of Cybersecurity: A Practical Guide to the Law of Cyber Risk have supplemented these more traditional sources of law with industry practices and the most important sources of soft law:

- An explanation of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework and information sharing environments from a former Department of Homeland Security official,
- The views of the U.S. Secret Service on partnering with federal law enforcement and effective information-sharing,
- The guidance of leading consultants about the appropriate steps to prepare for cybersecurity incidents,

(continued on reverse)
• The perspective of a leading insurance company on the evolving role of insurance in protecting companies from the financial losses associated with a successful cyber breach, and
• The views of one of the most sophisticated incident response organizations on the proper elements of effective incident response.

Throughout the book, Cybersecurity: A Practical Guide to the Law of Cyber Risk includes practice tools developed during the hundreds of breaches that the authors have weathered with their clients. These valuable practice aids include checklists, an overview of the legal consequences of a breach, and a tabletop exercise.
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involving the Internet and information law. For example, his practice includes representing major retailers experiencing congressional, litigation, and investigatory challenges after cybersecurity attacks including in *Moyer v. Michaels Stores, Inc.*, 2014 WL 3511500 (N.D. Ill. 2014) and *Frank v. The Neiman Marcus Group*, No. 1:14-cv-233 (E.D.N.Y. 2014). He also advises on cutting-edge Internet governance issues as part of Sidley’s counsel to working groups for the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) during the transition of the Internet Assigned Names Authority (IANA) function.
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Mr. Mohan works with major technology and data-driven clients to respond to governmental inquiries relating to product development, “Big Data,” as well as to address national security and surveillance related issues. He represents clients in matters before government agencies including the FTC, SEC, FCC, state Attorneys General, Department of Homeland Security, and Department of Justice, as well as in private litigation.

Mr. Mohan has substantial experience with privacy and security issues confronting multinational corporations, including cloud computing, cross-border data flows, data localization, and data transfer agreements. He also has a particular focus on the emerging field of cybersecurity governance, regulation, and oversight, and serves as a key member on several high-profile internal investigations relating to cybersecurity incidents. He works with clients from the point an attack or breach is suspected through the process of incident response, including preparation for congressional testimony, response to government investigations, and associated litigation. He often serves as a technical liaison with forensic experts and internal information security personnel.

Mr. Mohan is a part of the Sidley team that advises working groups of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) on governance and accountability issues relating to the “stewardship transition” of the Internet Assigned Names Authority (IANA).
Cyber-attacks are an ever present and increasing risk, and there our global cyber team benefits from extensive experience across all lines of insurance business affected by cyber risk. We are a global law firm with 59 offices, associations and co-operations in jurisdictions that our clients need us most, including in the Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe and the Middle East. Where we are. Asia Pacific. A Practical Approach. Citi GPS: Global Perspectives & Solutions May 2019. Citi is one of the world’s largest financial institutions, operating in all major established and emerging markets. The risk of cyber attacks is most likely growing versus subsiding and having an intelligence-led approach will be critical to getting ahead of new threats. As an FBI agent recently said at a conference, “The goal is to avoid a massive loss either in a business line at a corporate or in a personal account because someone clicked on a dancing kitty.”

The goal is to avoid a massive loss either in a business line at a corporate or in a personal account because someone clicked on a dancing kitty.
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